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                                In Brief

                                
                                    At Lawtons we are often asked this question, and more so since the law changed regarding ‘double jeopardy’, a rule preventing the same person being prosecuted for the same offence twice. If during their retirement a jury can reach neither a unanimous or majority verdict, then it is a hung jury. The accused is neither acquitted or convicted, and the CPS will determine whether a retrial is appropriate depending upon the views of the victim or other interested parties.
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                                Nick Titchener, director and solicitor advocate at London Criminal Defence Solicitors, Lawtons, discusses what will happen in the event that a jury cannot reach a unanimous verdict in a case. He also discusses:

	How a jury is made up
	What the jury is responsible for
	How many jurors must agree
	The meaning of a majority verdict
	The meaning of a hung jury


 

                            


                        
                        

                            

                                How is a jury made up?

A jury is comprised of 12 people. Before a trial starts in the Crown Court there is a process of jury selection, whereby 12 members of the jury are selected from a ‘pool’ of available candidates that have been selected from the wider community.

This selection is required in almost all criminal cases where a defendant is accused of committing a criminal offence which they dispute and have pleaded not guilty to.

What is the jury responsible for?

Once the trial starts, it becomes the responsibility of the jury to decide whether that person is guilty of the offence(s) for which they are on trial. This is the essence of a trial and the essence of what the jury must do.

Acting as a juror is a very serious responsibility. The jury are told by the judge presiding over the trial that they cannot convict a person unless they are sure of that person’s guilt. This is known as being sure and beyond all reasonable doubt. The announcement of their decision is the verdict.

Before the jury are asked whether they have reached a verdict, the judge reminds them of the evidence that they have heard. They are also reminded of the law that they must apply to the case.

Once the judge has done this, the members of the jury are sent to the retirement room. This is a private room in the court building where the jury are free to discuss the case.

How many jurors must agree in order to reach a verdict?

  Getting 12 people to agree on a verdict isn’t always as easy as it might sound. Complex Crown Court trials can divide opinions, especially when:

	The case/evidence has been long, complex or emotional
	The evidence comes from many witnesses with different versions of events


It’s not always possible for 12 people to reach a unanimous agreement on whether the accused person is guilty or not.  

What is a majority verdict?  

When the jury struggles to all agree on the same verdict, the judge may decide that a verdict can be returned if a majority of the jury can reach an agreement.

This is known as ‘majority verdict’ and normally means that the judge is content to receive a verdict if 10 or more of the 12 jurors are in agreement.

What is a hung jury?

If there is no majority and a verdict has not been reached, the jury is known as a ‘hung jury’.

The judge will discharge the jury and the trial will conclude, albeit without a verdict. After a hung jury, the accused will not be acquitted or convicted.

After a hung jury, the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) must then determine whether they will have a retrial. This is dependent on the views of the victim(s) or interested parties.

About the author

Nick Titchener is a director and solicitor advocate of Lawtons. He is a dedicated criminal solicitor with considerable experience in legal cases including sexual offences, violence and assault. Nick’s measured and methodical approach means he thrives on even the most complex case.

Nick also oversees the overall management of Lawtons Solicitors, a specialist firm of criminal law defence solicitors with branches across London, Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and Essex.
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        What happens if there is a hung jury twice?

    


    
        If there is a hung jury at the retrial, a third trial is not typically granted and the prosecution offers no evidence. In rare circumstances, a further retrial could take place.    



                


    
        Can a judge overrule a hung jury?

    


    
        No, a judge cannot overturn a hung jury and the judge can only overrule a conviction if they think it is ‘unsafe’.    



                


    
        Is a hung jury good or bad?

    


    
        A hung jury is bad for everyone:
	The defendant faces continued uncertainty
	The taxpayer has to pay for a retrial
	Witnesses have to provide evidence again

    



                


    
        What happens to a defendant when there is a hung jury?

    


    
        There may be a retrial on the defendant on any count on which the jury could not agree. A hung jury does not indicate a defendant’s innocence or guilt.    



                
            


            
        


    




                            


                        


                    


                    

                        

                            
                                Looking for expert legal advice?

                                Don't delay, get in touch below
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                            Need Advice?


                            
                
                        
                            We’ll aim to get back to you within 30 minutes between 9am - 5pm.

                        

                        	First name* 

	Last name* 

	Enquiry type*-- select --
Sexual Offences
Serious Violence and Assault Offences
Driving and Speeding Offences
Regulatory Offences
Drug and Firearm Offences
Burglary, Theft and Criminal Damage
Existing Client
Accounts/Human Resources



	Telephone number*

	Email address*
                            
                        

	Best contact method*	
								
								Telephone
							
	
								
								Email
							



	Your enquiry*

	Privacy Policy Consent*	
								
								I declare to have read and understood the Privacy Policy and consent the use of my personal data. *
							



	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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    What is a suspended prison sentence in the UK?

    
            26th June 2019                    
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    How long do police have to charge you with and investigate a crime in the UK?
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    Crown Court procedure and process in the UK
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                        Need advice?

                        Speak to someone who can help within 30 minutes*

                        
                            CALL 24/7 PHONE LINE
                            MAKE AN ENQUIRY
                            
                                24/7 phone line

                                0333 577 0522

                            

                        

                        *We aim to respond to every enquiry between 9am–5pm within 30 minutes.
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